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It is shown that the standard~decoupled! 636 k•p effective-mass approach for semiconductor
quantum dots overestimates significantly the hole and electron confinement energies, and, for dots
made of materials with small spin-orbit coupling~e.g., phosphides, sulphides! produces a reverse
order ofs- andp-like valence states. By contrasting the electronic structures of dots as obtained by
a direct diagonalization~multiband! pseudopotential approach and by itsk•p approximation, we are
able to trace the systematic errors ofk•p in dots to thek•p errors in the underlying bulk solids. This
suggests a ‘‘diagnostic tool’’ and a strategy for improving thek•p. © 1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0003-6951~97!00449-X#

It is now possible to produce via techniques of colloidal
chemistry1 nearly spherical quantum dots of a variety of
semiconductor materials~CdSe,2,3 InP,4 InAs,5 Si6!, with
typical diameters of 30–60 Å and good surface passivation.
The rich spectroscopy2–5 of such dots has been analyzed,
almost universally, using a theoretical model that is so com-
mon that we term it the ‘‘standard model.’’ This ‘‘k•p ef-
fective mass approach’’3,5,7–12 expands the wave functions
of the dot in terms of a linear combination ofNb bulk Bloch
functions at the Brillouin zone center~k50, or G point!. The
most sophisticated version applied widely to quantum dots
is3,5,9,10the 636 k•p ~i.e., Nb56!. We know, however, that
the loss of translational periodicity in all three dimensions
could lead in a quantum dot to coupling between many
(Nb@1) bulk bands, and that this coupling could extend in
momentum space well beyond the Brillouin zone center.
This physical need for a large number of bulk basis functions
is mitigated in the~small basisNb'6! standard model by the
introduction of empirical matrix elements~‘‘Luttinger pa-
rameters’’! drawn from the corresponding bulk solid. The
rapid increase in the number of such energy parameters as
the basis sizeNb increases, and the fact that some of the
parameters are not physical observables, limit one’s ability to
improve the standard model by raisingNb systematically.
Thus, the model itself does not provide an intrinsic, reflective
mechanism for judging when more bands and more param-
eters are needed to correctly describe a given quantum dot
system.

We have recently developed an alternative theoretical
approach13–15 that includes, at the outset, a converged num-
ber of bands without the need to introduce redundant empiri-
cal parameters. We solve via direct diagonalization~DD! the
single particle Schrodinger equation

H 2
1

2
¹21(

n
(
a

va~r2Rn2da!J c~ i !5ec~ i !, ~1!

where va(r ) is the screened nonlocal pseudopotential of
atom of typea ~both the dot material and its passivating
layer! located at ‘‘cell’’ n and siteda . This pseudopotential
is derived14 from ab initio local density approximation

~LDA ! calculations on the underlying bulk solid and includes
adjustments to correct the LDA error in bulk band energies.
The wavefunctionsc ( i ) are expanded in a plane wave basis,
and matrix elements ofva are computed essentially exactly
via numerical Fourier transformation. For periodic bulk sol-
ids, Eq.~1! is solved using conventional matrix diagonaliza-
tion techniques. This produces the Bloch functioncnk(r )
5eik•runk(r ) of bandn and wavevectork, and the bulk band
structure dispersionenk .

For ;103-atom quantum dot, conventional diagonaliza-
tion techniques are impractical, so we solved Eq.~1! via the
novel ‘‘folded spectrum method’’~FSM!,15 that provides ex-
act eigen solutions of the near-edge states at a computational
cost that increases only linearly with the system’s size. Un-
like the standard model, surface effects are treated explicitly
and effective mass approximations are not invoked. Unlike
tight-binding model,16 the dot wavefunctionsc ~r ! are
known explicitly, and a variationally flexible basis set is
used. Our method was previously applied to nanostructures
of Si,13 CdSe,17,18GaAs,18 and InP.19 We propose to use here
this direct diagonalization approach to analyze thek•p ap-
proach. Specifically, we will start from a given atomic
pseudopotential$va% for InP and draw from it the electronic
structure of spherical InP quantum dots as obtained, in par-
allel, via the 636 k•p and by direct diagonalization. Given
the physically equivalent inputs, differences and similarities
in the ensuing electronic structure will then be directly ana-
lyzable in terms of the basis set representation used by the
two approaches. This will give us a new ‘‘diagnostic tool’’
for analyzing when the standard model is adequate and what
aspect, specifically, needs to be corrected for a given system.

In thek•p approach,7,8 the wave functions of the dot are
expanded byNb zone-center Bloch functions

c~ i !~r !5(
n

Nb H(
k

bn
~ i !~k!eik–rJ un,k50~r !. ~2!

In practical applications to large gap quantum dots,3,9,10 one
decouples the valence bands from the conduction bands, and
treats the latter by a 232 model11 while describing the
former by a 636 k•p model9,10 using an isotropic mass
approximation.12 An infinite potential well is assumed here,
although this restriction can be removed.3 To performk•pa!Electronic mail: alex_zunger@nrel.gov
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calculations that are equivalent to our pseudopotential direct
diagonalization method, we need to determine the Luttinger
parameters from our pseudopotential. To do so, we first solve
Eq. ~1! via direct diagonalization, obtaining the bulk disper-
sionenk and the effective masses. For InP, we find that in the
absence of spin-orbit coupling~i.e., D050!, mhh(001)
50.474, mhh(111)51.030, mlh(001)50.097, mlh(111)
50.083, which are close to the experimentally observed
values.14 These anisotropic masses are used to derive, for
D050, the ~anisotropic! Luttinger parametersg1 , g2 , and
g3 , which yield, after averaging, the pseudopotential-derived
isotropic Luttinger parametersg154.86 andḡ251.66 for the
636 k•p model.

Figure 1 compares the exact dispersionen,k ~solid lines!
with its 636 k•p approximationen,k

k•p ~dotted lines! for bulk
periodic zinc-blende InP with lattice constanta55.83 Å and
spin-orbit parameterD050. We see that~i! nearG the two
methods produce identical results, by construction.~ii ! The
light-hole-like k•p band~denoted bb2! deviates significantly
from the exact counterpart immediately outside theG point.
~iii ! The heavy-hole-like valence bands~denoted bb3,4! are
similar out to 30% of theG-X distance. Finally,~iv! the
conduction band~denoted bb5!, obtained from the 232 k
•p calculation, deviates significantly from the strongly non-
parabolic exact conduction band.

Figure 2 compares the results of direct-diagonalization
~solid lines! and 636 k•p ~dotted lines! for the orbital ener-
gies of spherical InP dots of different sizes. Thek•p equa-
tions for dots are solved via the spherical-wave representa-
tion of Sercel and Vahala,12 but using a 636 rather than a
434 k•p model.

The striking feature of Fig. 2 is that thek•p approach
produces~i! an incorrect order of the valence states: the state
of ~envelope function! p symmetry is above that ofs sym-
metry. This incorrect order was seen in otherk•p calcula-
tions of dots with small spin-orbit energies, e.g., in10 CdS
and in9 InP. We find that inclusion of~electron-hole! Cou-
lomb correction to the pseudopotential result does not re-

verse thes/p order. Since the lowest dot conduction state
always hass symmetry, thek•p method predicts that the
lowest transition (p→s) is forbidden in one-photon experi-
ments and allowed in two-photon experiments, while a direct
diagonalization predicts that the lowest transition (s→s) is
one-photon allowed.~ii ! The k•p energy levels are consid-
erably deeper~larger confinement! than the ‘‘exact’’ pseudo-
potential results. The latter give the band gaps versus sizes in
good agreement with experiment.19 For a dot with 20 Å di-
ameter, thek•p error for valence states is;600 meV, and
~iii ! the curvature of conduction energies versus size is con-
siderably too large ink•p. Unlike the enhanced~many-
body! quasiparticle self-energy in local density functional
calculation for Si dots,20 the overestimated confinement en-
ergies ofk•p in Fig. 2 result from the improperk•p bulk
dispersion, i.e., from the one-body effect.

To analyze the reason for these discrepancies, we project
the dot wave functionsc ( i )(r ) obtained from Eq.~1! onto the
bulk Bloch wavefunctions$cnk(r )%. Unlike thek•p expan-
sion Eq.~2!, we do not limit the projection to justk50, but
use

cdot
~ i ! ~r !5(

n
(

k
cn,k

~ i ! $eik–run,k~r !%. ~3!

Figure 3 plots the spectral decomposition coefficientsucn,k
( i ) u2

of the lowest conduction state@Fig. 3~a!# and the two highest
valence states@i.e., with s ~solid lines! and p ~dotted lines!
symmetries in Fig. 3~b!# of the InP dot with a diameter of
34.8 Å. We label the lowest eight bulk bands (bbn) by the
indexn with increasing energy order, as shown in Fig. 1. We
see from Fig. 3 that:

~a! The s-like dot valence state has a large contribution
from the bulk light-hole band~bb2!, while the p-like dot
valence state has no contribution from the bulk light-hole
band. Given that thek•p approximation places the bulk
light-hole band at spuriously deep energies~Fig. 1!, we ex-
pect that thek•p will also place the dot’ss-like state at too

FIG. 1. Bulk band structure of zincblende InP as calculated by direct diago-
nalization~DD! pseudopotential method and by the 636 k•p ~plus 232 for
conduction band!. We assumeD050.

FIG. 2. Orbital energies of spherical, surface-passivated InP quantum dots
as obtained by direct-diagonalization~DD! pseudopotential and by thek
•p approach with pseudopotential-derived Luttinger parameters. We assume
D050.
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deep an energy~over confinement!. This is indeed borne out
by Fig. 2.

~b! The s-like dot valence band has a significant contri-
bution fromG point (k50), whereas thep-like dot valence
state has no contribution fromk50. Also, thek points which
contribute most significantly to the dotp-like state are gen-
erally more distant fromk50 than thosek points which
contribute significantly to the dots-like state. Given that the
k•p approach does not describe well the bulk dispersion
away fromG ~Fig. 1!, we expect that thek•p model will not
describe thep-like dot valence state well either. This is also
borne out by Fig. 2.

~c! The s-like dot valence state has a larger contribution
from the bulk conduction band than thep-like dot valence
state, indicating that thes-like dot valence state is more af-
fected by the neglect of coupling with the conduction bands
in the standardk•p model. Effects~a!–~c! explain why the
636 k•p produces an incorrect order ofs and p valence
states while over estimating the global confinement.

~d! The lowests-like dot conduction state has a large
contribution from the lowest bulk conduction band away
from thek50 zone center. Since thek•p overestimates sig-
nificantly the up dispersion of the bulk conduction band~Fig.
1!, we expect it also to over estimate the dot’s conduction
state energy. This is indeed borne out by our direct calcula-
tion ~Fig. 2!.

The above arguments can be quantified. We can approxi-
mately model the orbital energies of thedot as a linear com-
bination of the orbital energies of the underlyingbulk, using
our spectral coefficients of Eq.~3! as weights:

ē i
dot5(

n
(

k
en,k

bulkucn,k
~ i ! u2. ~4!

The orbital energies of thes-, p-like valence states, and the
lowest conduction state of the InP dot with 34.8 Å diameter
as obtained by direct diagonalization are~in eV!, respec-
tively, (es ,ep ,ecb)5(20.17,20.22,11.99) whilek•p gives
(es

k•p ,ep
k•p ,ecb

k•p)5(20.49,20.39,12.42) with a reverses/p
order, as noted above. The model@Eq. ~4!#, using 16~count-
ing spin degeneracy! pseudopotential bulk bands, gives
( ēs ,ēp ,ēcb)5(20.19,20.24,12.01), which are quite close
to the results obtained by direct diagonalization. The model
also gives the corrects/p order. Thus, the six bulk bands
used byk•p are not as potent as the 16 exact bands in por-
traying the dot’s states.

We conclude that thek•p errors in quantum dots can be
diagnosed via thek•p errors in the corresponding bulk sol-
ids. Specifically, Figs. 1–3 show that thek•p method needs
to primarily bend the bulk light hole band (bb2) upwards and
to couple the bulk conduction with the valence bands in or-
der to produce qualitatively correct electronic structure of
spherical quantum dots. Since the 636 k•p produces errors
even for a large-gap~;2 eV! dot material such as InP, in-
clusion of the conduction band~i.e., a 838 model! is not
expected to lead to significant improvements, unless the lh
band is fixed, at the same time.
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FIG. 3. Spectral coefficientsucn,k
( i ) u2 @Eq. ~3!# showing how much of the bulk

bandsunk& participates in each stateu i & of the InP dot with diameter 34.8 Å.
The bulk bands (bbn) are marked in increasing order of energy~see Fig. 1!,
where bb2 is light hole-like, bb3,4 are heavy hole-like, and bb5 is bulk con-
duction band.s-like states: solid lines.p-like states: dotted lines.
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